
SCOUT Projects:                  Soft Shackles 

m/v SCOUT (Great Harbour N37)              Ray Henry  

Description 
I had seen a lot of internet chatter about soft shackles for years.  The strength of HDPE/UHMWDPE-based 

hollow braid line (Amsteel, Dyneema, and others) makes for an extremely strong  connection mechanism 

that is stronger than an equivalently-dimensioned steel cable. 

The principal advantages of using a soft shackle in place of a stainless caribiner, snap shackle, or other 

metal fastening method are many, some mattered to me, some did not.  These advantages include 

weight savings (not a big deal), variable opening dimensions, flexible form factor (think anchor roller), no 

rust, no potential to bang around and chip up the deck or paint. 

So, with hurricane Dorian approaching, and having hours to spend inside with all the rain, I pre-ordered 

some line to get familiar with making my own soft shackles. 

Parts Ordered 
1. Several different thicknesses of Amsteel/Dyneema line from 4mm to 5/16” 

 

2. Splicing need puller 

 

Design 
There is a plethora of information regarding soft shackles on the internet.  There are also several versions 

that are more/less complicated and have differing working strengths.  https://l-36.com/soft_shackles.php 

is a good starting place, as is a generic “soft shackle” search on Youtube for instructional videos.   

Read a lot before you get started – some of the information can be internet fluff.  You’ll quickly start to 

see who knows what they are talking about.  

I found that I preferred the look, operation, and end result of a hybrid shackle shown here - https://l-

36.com/soft_shackle_9.php.  I finished mine with a diamond knot if there would be a low load, and a 

button knot (much more complicated) for high-strength applications (e.g., anchor snubber). 

https://l-36.com/soft_shackles.php
https://l-36.com/soft_shackle_9.php
https://l-36.com/soft_shackle_9.php


I found that the shackle was VERY easy to make after the first couple – even more so than many of the 

splices I had done in the past with braided and three-strand line.  The splicing needle puller is ESSENTIAL 

for making this easy.  There are ideas online on how to make your own out of various wire pieces and 

stuff. 

I made lots of shackles – as I made them, I kept thinking of more and more “perfect uses” for them 

around the boat.  I also made some endless loops and some new dinghy lifting bridle lines using various 

splices found online. I am sold on the ease of use, utility, and strength of these high-tech lines. 

Completion 
Below are some of the shackles and uses I made (I only took pictures of these – there are even more 

around the boat!). 

 

 

This is a self-deployed safety ladder we keep on the swim platform when the boat is in the slip too close to the 

dock to lower the aluminum swim ladder.  Easily installed and removed with the grey soft shackles – no clunky 

hardware! 



 

This is our single-line anchor snubber – separate from the bridle.  The orange 5/16” soft shackle has a breaking 

strength of nearly 15,000lbs!  The shackle just goes through one of the links in the chain.  Think about that soft, 

flexible attachment easily going over the anchor roller -- compared to a big, heavy, rusty chain hook. 

 

 

This is a fender/boarding step we use.  The soft shackles just go around the bases of the stations – can be moved 

to any of the rail opening gates.  



 

I even made some tiny ones to get rid of the rattling hardware on the burgee flag stick – no more noise!  I sized 

the Brummel splice to just fit the grooved part of the stick. 

 

 

In addition to some new dinghy lifting bridle lines, I use this soft shackle to attach the winch line to them for 

lifting. 



 

This is the cutout in our awning (see project “Bow Awning Generation 2”).  I use the soft shackle to close the aft 

end of the tensioned edge of the awning.  Prior to this, there was a carabiner that was banging and scratching up 

the mast paint. 

 

 

Since I had time (and line) I made up a bunch of extras of varying lengths to have on hand as spares or for new 

uses!   They were so quick to make!!! 

Do-Overs and Comments 
Again, do your due diligence and read all you can about the use, advantages, and potential pitfalls of soft 

shackles, including splices, stopper knots, and the many variations of them.  When I was on a roll, each 

shackle took less than 10 minutes to make – surprisingly easy! 


